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REASONING QUIZ 

Directions (1-5): Study the following information carefully 

and answer the given questions. 

 

In a certain code language, 

‘sky moon mars garden’ is coded as ‘ts ie mn as’ 

‘tax no moon mars’ is coded as ‘mn bn st ie’ 

‘tax word mars garden’ is coded as ‘cd as mn bn’ 

‘sky garden image relax’ is coded as ‘ts as yj yx’ 

 

Q1. Which of the following is the code for ‘no’? 

(a) st  

(b) bn  

(c) ie 

(d) mn 

(e) None of these 
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Q2. Which of the following word is coded as ‘bn’? 

(a) word 

(b) garden  

(c) no 

(d) Tax 

(e) None of these 

  

Q3. What may be the code of ‘word orange’? 

(a) st ie 

(b) cd mn  

(c) ie bn 

(d) mn ie 

(e) cd qw 

 

Q4. Which of the following code is coded for ‘Moon’? 

(a) mn 

(b) ie 

(c) bn 

(d) cd 

(e) None of these 
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Q5. What will be the code of ‘relax? 

(a) yj 

(b) as  

(c) yx 

(d) Either (a) or (c) 

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (6-8): Study the following information carefully 

and answer the questions given below: 

 

In a certain code language:  

‘hard and work improve’ is written as ‘cl sa nk jo’, 

‘India increase in rank’ is written as ‘ha fa rs da’, 

‘improve rank and India’ is written as ‘sa rs cl da’ and 

‘hard improve in India’ is written as ‘cl fa jo da’. 

 

Q6. What is the code for ‘improve rank’ in the given code 

language?  

(a) cl fa  

(b) cl rs  

(c) da fa 

(d) rs da   
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(e) None of these 

 

Q7. What is the code for ‘increase’ in the given code 

language?  

(a) ha  

(b) fa  

(c) rs 

(d) da  

(e) None of these 

 

Q8. What is the code for ‘rank’ in the given code language?  

(a) ha  

(b) fa  

(c) rs 

(d) da  

(e) None of these 

 

Directions (9-10): Study the information and answer the 

following questions: 

In a certain code language 

"adjourned has quit" is coded as “&1H  $4W  $21G” 

"Little linked suspend" is coded as “$21W  $9V  $9W  ” 
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"particle the symbol" is coded as “&1V  &8V  &25O” 

 

Q9. What is the code for ‘Suspect'? 

(a) &22G 

(b) $21V 

(c) &21G 

(d) $21G 

(e) None of these. 

 

Q10. What is the code for ‘Miscellaneous’? 

(a) $8H 

(b) &9T 

(c) $9H 

(d) &9H 

(e) None of these. 

 

Direction (11-15): Study the following information carefully 

and answer the following questions. 

In alphabetical series A-Z each letter except vowels and Z 

is assigned a different number from 1-10 (for ex- B is 

coded as 1, C-2………..M-10)and again those numbers get 

repeated(for ex- N-1, P-2……..so on). 
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Also each vowel and Z is assigned a different symbol viz. #, 

$, %, @, &, *.  

For ex- 

“Remain am Brown” is coded as – 4*10@#1  @10  14$81 

“You are good” is coded as – 10$%  @4*  5$$3 

“Zenith in topper” is coded as - &*1#66  #1  6$22*4 

 

Q11. What can be the code of ‘Bankers? 

(a) 1@18*52 

(b) 1@81*45 

(c) 1@18*54 

(d)1@18*45 

(e) None of these 

 

Q12. What can be the code of ‘digital library’? 

(a) 3#5#6$9   9#41@410 

(b) 3#5#6@9  9#14@410 

(c) 3#5#6@9  9#14@401 

(d) 3#5#6@9  9#14@140 

(e)None of these 
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Q13. What can be the code of ‘complexity’? 

(a) 2$1029*96#10 

(b) 2$1029*9#160 

(c) 2$1029*9#610 

(d) 2$1029*9#601 

(e) None of these 

 

Q14. What can be the code of ‘Indian Culture’? 

(a) #13#@1   2%96%4% 

(b)#13#@1   2%96%4* 

(c) #13#@1   2$96%4* 

(d) #13#@1   2%95%4* 

(e) None of these 

 

Q15. What can be the code of ‘Nationality? 

(a) 1@6#$1@9#611 

(b) 1@6#$1@9#601 

(c) 1@6#$1@9#160 

(d) 1@6#$1@9#610 

(e) None of these 
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ANSWERS  

1. A  

2. D 

3. E 

4. B 

5. D 

6. B 

7. A 

8. C 

9. D 

10. C 

11. D 

12. B 

13. C 

14. B 

15. D 


